Category: Etiquette
Level: Elementary (K-4)
Area of Focus: Choose to be positive with others online.

Materials Needed:
- Lesson
- Links below

Big Ideas:
- Recognize how negative comments impact others. Learn how to respond appropriately when interacting with others online or in apps. Choose to be kind...always.

Elementary Classroom Learning Activity:

Essential Questions::
- How can what I say online be perceived by others differently?
- How can I be positive online when others are negative?
- What’s the advantage of being positive when others are negative?
- What are the best options for dealing with a bully online?
- What are some ways digital use can fuel bullying?

Learn
- Watch this video:
  - Netiquette - How to be safe online

Discuss and Do
- Use these questions to help facilitate your classroom discussion:
  - What did you notice in this video about using technology and etiquette?
  - What is etiquette?
  - How could etiquette or netiquette affect what you’re trying to communicate?
- As a class, discuss and write together your own personalized netiquette goals for your classroom.

Additional video option:
- Digital Etiquette by Brian Pop